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ABSTRACT
Satnav SDRs presents a conundrum for developers. On the one hand, in order to support advanced and evolving signal
processing schemes, they need to be highly configurable such that all aspects of their internal architecture are easily modifiable
by the end user. On the other hand, due to the below-noise-floor and relatively high bandwidth signals that satnav SDRs process,
accelerated numerical processing capabilities of the host platform must be leveraged through aggressive optimization in order
to achieve acceptable runtimes. Achieving both flexibility and fast runtimes simultaneously in a low SWaP-C platform has
largely been an elusive goal. However, it is observed that the majority of satnav signal processing algorithms can be broken
down into a set of coarse-gained building blocks (objects). Hence, if the problem of efficiently instantiating and interconnecting
these objects at runtime based on a high-level user specification can be solved, and considerable effort is spent on optimizing
these reusable objects, then the goal could be realized. This is the premise of this paper. It introduces a JSON-based scheme
for specifying advanced satnav SDRs. This specification is used to instantiate the SDR in Python. Python bindings are used to
bridge to multi-threaded and vectorized implementations of the objects to yield fast runtimes on modern CPUs. This same
approach can be used to accelerate implementations of these objects targeting GPUs, FPGAs and emerging high performance
heterogenous processors. With the approach presented in this paper, high performance satnav SDRs with advanced signal
processing capabilities can be implemented using only JSON specifications without having to write a single line of software
code.
INTRODUCTION
During these past two decades, the advent of SDR technology has disrupted many industries from amateur radio to broadband
cellular. In every case, applying the SDR approach has helped to democratize and curtail hardware obsolescence, simplified
and accelerated the deployment of new technology, and reduced barriers to entry for both equipment manufacturers as well as
engineers embarking into the field.
An ideal SDR framework supports the flexibility needed to easily integrate new signal structures and enable rapid development
and deployment of new features. To increase productivity and make the software accessible to a wide set of developers at low
cost, SDRs should be implemented using high level, easy-to-learn, established, and free and open-source development
environments. However, implementing compute intensive algorithms in high-level languages severely limits runtime
performance – especially for applications such as satnav SDRs where the signal sample rate is typically high [1].
On the other hand, to achieve fast runtime performance, numerically intensive computations are often performed using lowlevel ‘close to the metal’ approaches. In the case of general-purpose processor hardware, this means designing the algorithms
to run in parallel using all available CPU cores, and targeting Single-Instruction Multiple-Data (SIMD) vector instructions. For
even higher performance, one can target the thousands of parallel streaming multiprocessors available in modern generalpurpose graphics processing units (GP-GPUs), or attain custom-hardware like performance using Field Programmable Gate
Arrays (FPGAs). While all these approaches technically provide reconfigurability, the implementation invariably becomes
more platform specific and less flexible. Furthermore, as part of this optimization effort, distinct processing blocks are often
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fused together in order to achieve further performance gains. For example, the functional boundaries between carrier and code
generators, their respective wipe-off operations, and the accumulate-and-dump units that comprise a satnav receiver multicorrelator block are dissolved and made into a single object to achieve better performance. The quest for ultimate runtime
performance often leads to an implementation that is highly application and compute-platform specific. This level of
optimization also comes at high engineering cost. Making even small changes to the code is then limited to a select few with
specialized domain expertise.
The above represents a paradox for any SDR implementation. It is certainly true for modern satnav SDRs where multiple
frequency bands, high bandwidth, high dynamic range and multiple data streams are simultaneously in play. In other words,
the numerical processing intensity can be so high that the SDR implementation needs to be optimized at a low level to achieve
meaningful runtimes. However, doing so greatly reduces flexibility to the point that it negates the premise of the SDR. For
example, in all of the currently available and well-known open-source satnav SDR projects, adding a feature such as a new
signal from a new constellation requires the user to have extensive expertise in the low-level software architecture. Only highlevel functionality such as the receiver’s number of tracking channels or the choice of acquisition engine (slow serial or fast
parallel search) can be configured at runtime.
This paper presents a novel approach for architecting high performance satnav SDRs. It is based on the realization that any
satnav receiver, no matter how complex, can be broken down into a set of elemental building blocks (known hereafter as
objects). If these objects can be configured and assembled using an intuitive SDR specification, but the objects themselves are
implemented and optimized to execute fast on high performance computation platforms, then an SDR that simultaneously
supports both flexibility and fast runtime performance can be realized. This paradigm has the following advantages:
•

Makes the SDR accessible to a wide range of users from novices to experts by significantly reducing barriers to entry.
Beginners with no prior experience can work with the SDR right away by modifying existing example specifications.
More experienced users can derive or create more advanced objects to extend functionality.

•

The software objects that comprise the SDR were initially written in Python to arrive at a functionally correct
implementation. The numerically intensive objects were then written in C++ and bridged to the Python environment
using C++ 11 bindings. Additional versions included implementations that support multi-threading and SIMD-based
vectorization. For all of these versions, the prior version served as a reference for testing and benchmarking. This
approach greatly simplifies development and optimization since the effort can be focused towards optimizing a small
part of the SDR at a time.

ARCHITECTURE
Figure 1 shows the high-level architecture of the satnav SDR described in this paper, herein referred to as PyChips. PyChips
comes in two variants, Figure 1a represents the Python-centric variant. As shown, the high level SDR specification is described
in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) [2]. This specification is parsed in Python and used to instantiate software objects that
implement the specified functionality. Although exceptions exist, in most cases the JSON object specifications correspond to
actual software objects.

Figure 1- High-Level Architecture of PyChips. Python-Centric Variant [Left]; C++ -Centric Variant [Right]
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In terms of performance requirements, PyChips objects can be separated into two categories: those that perform processing at
the SDR data sample rates and those that do not. For the latter case, where rates do not exceed 1kHz, the performance of Python
and Numpy [3] was found to be sufficient to support real-time execution. In order to achieve real-time or otherwise sufficiently
fast runtimes, the sample processing objects must target threading and vectorization capabilities available in all modern CPUs.
This is relatively straightforward to implement in Python through the use of C++ bindings. This is also the method that can be
used to interface with the device drivers of other types of accelerators such as GPUs and FPGAs present within the host
platform. This strategy of accelerating computations using low-level optimization while enabling configuration in high-level
languages such as Python is already used in other software packages – for example, TensorFlow [4].
A Python-centric SDR is inherently suboptimal for deployed applications. This is because the Python interpreter, although
relatively fast, adds layers of complexity compared to a standalone compiled application. For deployed applications, the C++
centric variant of PyChips, shown in Figure 1b, is used. Here, the compiled application embeds the Python interpreter to serve
as the JSON specification decoder as well as to continue using Python-based objects whose performance is sufficient and does
not warrant porting to C++. In addition, the C++ variant also incorporates a user interface for the standalone application. Other
than the architectural differences shown in the figure, the two variants of PyChips are identical and support the same capabilities
and features.
As shown in Figure 1, the C++ versions of PyChips objects are referred to as CChips. The PyChips and CChips realization of
a given object has the same interface and member functions, and can hence be used interchangeably. In addition, the CChips
objects include an interface that supports a multi-threading framework. This is shown in Figure 2. The multi-threading
framework object instantiates and manages operating system threads that execute concurrently at each processing iteration of
the SDR (which is defined to be 1 millisecond of time, as described later in this paper). At system instantiation, the Framework
object accepts registrations of multiple Client objects. The handle of each client is stored in a list. At execution, the Framework
object calls the Prepare(), Scatter(), and Gather() member functions of each client – in the order specified in the list. Within the
Prepare() member function, the pointers and initial states applicable to a data-parallel execution of the algorithm on the specified
number of threads is computed. In the Scatter() phase, each processing kernel runs concurrently on a separate thread and stores
the partial results. Finally, the Gather() function combines the partial results to yield the final result. Vectorization is supported
by having different versions of kernel functions (e.g. standard C++, SSE, AVX, etc.). The appropriate member function pointer
is instantiated at configuration time based on the JSON specification.

Figure 2- CChips Multi-threading Framework

The specification of the Framework object includes the number of worker threads it should instantiate as well as their affinity
(where affinity refers to the CPU core that the thread executes on). By instantiating multiple Framework objects, the execution
configuration for a collection of Client objects can be tuned for optimal performance on a given host platform. For example, a
modern high-performance CPU may have 64 cores. If we desire to instantiate 16 tracking modules (described later in this
paper), a possible configuration would be to instantiate 4 Framework objects, each with thread affinity specifications for 16 of
the 64 available cores. Each tracking module is implemented as a Client. 4 such clients would be registered within each
Framework. Then, during execution, each Framework will execute 4 clients sequentially, and each client’s execution kernels
will run across 16 independent cores. The 4 frameworks themselves will run concurrently occupying all 64 cores. The best
balance between task parallelism (each client running on a sub-set of cores) and data parallelism (each client’s tasks running
concurrently on independent cores as sub-tasks) depends on the task, available memory bandwidth, and other CPU architectural
details such as microarchitecture and simultaneous multi-threading (SMT) support. With the multi-threading Framework of
PyChips, the optimal configuration for a given CPU can be determined relatively easily through benchmarking. It should also
be noted that the operating system specific complexities of instantiating threads and their affinity is abstracted away for the end
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user. When developing a new Client object in CChips, the user only needs to implement the provided Prepare(), Scatter() and
Gather() member functions.
SYSTEM-LEVEL OBJECT MODEL
Figure 3 shows a block diagram of PyChips’ system-level object model. The System object describes an entire satnav SDR
instance. It is comprised of four top-level object types: Stream Containers, Sources, Sinks, and Widgets. Throughout this paper,
object names in plural refers to a list of objects of that type.
The system state is governed by timed events. The shortest common signal processing time interval employed in PyChips is
referred to as a ‘hardware epoch’. This term stems from the traditional architecture of a satnav receiver where all sampled
signal processing is typically performed in custom hardware. A satnav SDR front-end’s analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
and/or digital-to-analog converter (DAC) is clocked by a relatively stable reference oscillator. This is also the frequency
reference used to derive other essential tones within the front-end. A hardware epoch refers to a time event that counts reference
oscillator cycles corresponding to exactly 1 millisecond according to its labeled frequency. In addition to hardware epochs,
various other timing events exist within the system. These other events are always an integer multiple of the hardware epoch
interval.

Figure 3: PyChips System-level Object Model

Stream Containers and Streams
A Stream Container object contains and manages one or more Stream objects. A Stream object holds a reference to a vector
of SDR samples known as a block. It also contains the necessary metadata that is needed to correctly interpret this block of
data. At any given time, the sample vector length L for stream i is given by Li=fs,i /1000 where fs is stream i’s sample rate in
Hertz. In other words, L is the number of samples contained within a hardware epoch. In rare cases where the above fraction is
not integer divisible, L may change from epoch-to-epoch in order to satisfy the integer-samples-per-block requirement. For
example, if the above fraction yields a remainder of 1/2, then the block length may be L for even block indices (i = 0, 2, 4, ...)
and L+1 for odd.
As is generally the case with most PyChips objects, Stream containers may be of different types. Examples include: 1) live
streams, where samples arrive in real-time from a radio frequency (RF) front-end; 2) file streams, where data is read from one
or more SDR files; and 3) blank streams, where each block initially contains a vector of zeros. In the latter case, sample data is
superposed onto the block by one or more sources. As shown in Figure 3, a stream container object may also connect to other
stream containers. These modify the input stream(s) in some way and the resulting output stream is then available for
processing. Examples of this type of stream container include channelizers, bandwidth reduction filters, re-samplers, quantizers,
and digital nulling stages.
In the case of file streams, PyChips employs the ION SDR Metadata Standard and portions of its normative software to support
sampled data files of various formats [5].
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Source Objects
A source object connects to one or more streams defined in the system. A source object superposes new information onto the
sample vector of each connected stream. Example source objects include modeled navigation satellite signals or interference
sources. In the case of a satellite, each stream may be configured for the transmitted bands, such as L1, L2, L5; and/or the
modeled wave-front as received from a multi-element antenna.
Sink Objects
Sink objects perform signal processing operations using the sampled data vector of each connected stream as input. Examples
of sink objects include data visualization objects such as oscilloscopes, spectrum analyzers, histogram processors, and
spectrograms, as well as satnav signal processing blocks such as acquisition engines and signal tracking modules.
Widget Objects
Widgets perform essential functions that are not associated with streams. For example, an acquisition manager widget activates
at longer intervals (e.g. every 100 seconds). It uses current system time, available almanac and best position estimates to
determine new satellites that may be visible. It then queries the state of an available acquisition engine, and, depending on its
capabilities configures it to acquire a new satellite.
Listing 1 shows the JSON syntax for an example PyChips system specification. Supported object specifications are recognized
keyword object names (stream_containers, sinks, widgets). As stated previously, a plural object name implies a list of items.
Unrecognized object names are ignored during system instantiation. Hence, comments can take the form of any unrecognized
object name. This feature is exploited to support a minimum set of required specifications, as well as implementation-specific
extensions. For example, the “frameworks” item refers to one or more multi-threading framework objects to be instantiated in
the C++ variant of PyChips. This specification is ignored by the Python-centric variant.
Listing 1: JSON Excerpt for PyChips Example System Specification
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LOW-LEVEL OBJECTS
The system-level objects (sources, sinks, widgets) introduced in the previous section are created by assembling other low-level
objects. Each object performs a specific satnav signal processing function. Advanced capabilities are supported by deriving
new objects that are based on the assembly of objects of the same type. This is best illustrated through the example of generating
local replica sequences.

Example: Replica Sequence Generation
This section exemplifies PyChips’ intuitive tiered-objects approach for defining advanced signal processing capabilities.
Modern satnav signals use advanced pseudorandom noise (PRN) sequences and modulation techniques to achieve inter-signalcomponent as well as inter-system separation. An example of this is the GPS L1C signal.
As defined in IS-GPS-800 [6], the L1C signal consists of two components: L1C-pilot and L1C-data. Since both of these
components are modulated onto the same in-phase component of the L1 carrier, they are separated using nearly-orthogonal
Weil sequences. The L1C-data component incorporates a 1.023 MHz square-wave subcarrier onto the 1.023 MHz spreading
sequence (referred to as binary offset carrier and notated BOC(1, 1)). The data component also contains the CNAV2 data
message modulated at 100 symbols/second. The L1C-pilot component employs a time-multiplexed BOC modulation
TMBOC(6,1,4/33). This notation means that, for a cycle of 33 spreading symbols, 29 symbols contain a BOC(1,1) modulation
whereas the remaining 4 symbols contain a BOC(6, 1) modulation. The BOC(6, 1) symbols are interspersed within the BOC(1,
1) symbols according to a specified repeating pattern. The pilot also contains an 1800-symbol overlay sequence. Each overlay
sequence spans the spreading sequence period of 10 ms. Hence, the periodicity of the L1C-pilot’s overlay sequence is 18
seconds, and is aligned to a CNAV2 message frame.
PyChips employs sequence objects to define replica sequences. The types and function of sequence objects are as follows:

Static Sequence
Static sequences output a constant specified value.

Subcarrier Sequence
A subcarrier specifies a vector that describes the symbol pattern that is to be applied over a specified interval. This interval
corresponds to the inverse of the specified rate. In addition, the starting phase of the symbol pattern is specified as a fraction
from 0 to 1-. This phase parameter supports the generation of subcarrier patterns that are offset from a spreading symbol. An
example of this is cosine BOC (BOCcos) used in Galileo PRS.

Spreading Sequence
A spreading sequence object generates a specified PRN sequence. In the case of all civilian satnav signals, these sequences are
periodic with relatively short lengths. As a result, the sequence can be sourced from a specified binary file. PyChips implements
a sequence object of algorithm type ‘file’ for reading spreading sequence files of various formats. For impractically long or
encrypted sequences, a new algorithm type can be defined along with other specifications required to generate the sequence.
In this case, the appropriate functionality needs to be added to PyChips by developing a spreading sequence object supporting
this algorithm.

Overlay Sequence
Functionally, overlay sequences are similar to spreading sequence objects. They both have the same parameters to specify the
sequence and its rate. However, the overlay sequence contains a member function to enable or disable the sequence. This
feature is used by tracking modules to perform overlay sequence synchronization. Once synchronized, the sequence is enabled
to perform overlay component wipe-off.

Multiplier Sequence
A multiplier sequence specifies a list of two or more sequence objects. The object outputs the sample-wise multiplication of
the input sequences. This object is used to combine sequences. For example, spreading, subcarrier, and overlay sequences are
multiplied to produce a BOC sequence with overlay.
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Multiplexer Sequence
A multiplexer sequence object specifies a list of N sequence objects, where N>1. It also specifies a list of indices, where the
indices span from 0 to N-1. The multiplexer sequence object implements a 1-of-N selector that runs at the specified rate.
Figure 4 illustrates how the above sequence objects are assembled to form the GPS L1C Pilot replica.

Figure 4: Block Diagram Illustrating the Tiered Combination of Sequence Objects used to Implement the GPS L1C Pilot Replica

Multiplexer sequences can also be used to implement correlator blanking. An example of this occurs when processing the GPS
L2C signal. The L2C sequence is formed by time multiplexing two 0.511 MHz sequences, moderate (L2-CM) and long (L2CL) [7]. At the receiver, independent CM and CL correlation functions with 298 meter chip width can be produced by
correlating with 1.023 MHz sequences that correspond to CM or CL chips multiplexed with zeros. This replica sequence is
easily created by having a static sequence outputting zero, the CM or CL sequence outputting the respective spreading sequence
at rate 0.511 MHz, and these two sequences serving as input to a multiplexer sequence that is running at 1.023 MHz, as
illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Block Diagram Illustrating the Tiered Combination of Sequence Objects used to Implement the GPS L2C Replicas as Blanked
1.023 MHz Sequences
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Driving Sequence Objects
After a sequence object is instantiated, it is ‘introduced’ to a code numerically controlled oscillator (NCO) object that is
responsible for driving it. During this process, the code NCO traverses through the sequence object hierarchy, determines rate
compatibilities, and configures itself to support the specified combined-sequence rate.
Listing 2 shows the JSON specification for the GPS L1C data and pilot replica sequences. Focusing on the pilot sequence, it
is specified as follows:
1) Object subcarrier_sin_1M specifies a BOC(1, 1) subcarrier
2) Object subcarrier_sin_1M specifies a BOC(6, 1) subcarrier
3) Object subcarrier_TMBOC_6_1 multiplexes sequences (1) and (2) at 1.023 MHz according to the pattern specified
in IS-GPS-800 [6] to generate the TMBOC(6, 1, 4/33) subcarrier.
4) Object spreading_GPS_L1C_pilot_1M specifies the L1C-pilot spreading sequence. It is sourced from a binary file
whose name starts with string “GPS_L1Cp_”. This refers to a family of L1C-pilot files where the next substring
represents PRN number. The PRN number is appended to this base string in the object’s SetPrn() member function
in order to read the correct file.
5) Object overlay_GPS_L1C_pilot_100 specifies the 1800-symbol L1C overlay sequence. It is specified to be
generated at 100 Hz.
6) Finally, GPS_L1C_pilot_TMBOC_6_1 multiplies sequences (3), (4) and (5) to produce the GPS L1C-pilot sequence.
OTHER LOW-LEVEL OBJECTS
The sequence object described above is one of several low-level objects that are combined to form high-level objects. The next
section describes the assembly of a sink object of type tracking_module which is comprised of numerous low-level objects.
For each of these, a JSON specification exists similar to that shown in Listing 2.

SIGNAL TRACKING MODULE
This section describes a PyChips tracking module as a representative example of a high-level object. A tracking module receives
an initialization command to track an acquired signal. It is designed to pull-in and track this signal and produce signal
observables (i.e. range measurements and signal quality indicators). Figure 6 shows the block diagram of the PyChips tracking
module. The shaded area represents objects that operate at the stream sample rate.
Following is a brief description of the low-level objects comprising a Tracking Module:
Carrier Wipeoff : A carrier wipeoff object connects to a stream and a carrier NCO object. It multiplies these two inputs to
produce a carrier-wiped output. This object is used in signal acquisition and tracking objects
Carrier NCO: A carrier NCO object synthesizes the local carrier replica needed to perform carrier-wipeoff.
Code NCO: A code NCO module is used to drive sequence objects (described previously). The base correlator spacing of the
code_nco is set by a member function that is typically called by a controller object. A code_nco object derives from a base
class known as a timer class. A timer object is used to drive gearbox objects (described below).
Code Replica: a code replica object instantiates a sequence object. It contains additional functionality such as the ability to
enable or disable sequences based on their type.
Correlator: a correlator object connects to a carrier_wipeoff and code_replica objects. It performs the dot product of these
signals across an integration interval of one block (1 millisecond). The integration is always performed across the code_replica
object’s 1 millisecond epochs and are hence aligned with the satellite signal’s epochs when tracking. This technique is also
known as split-sum correlation [8]. The spacing factor of the correlator specifies the factor by which the correlator spacing of
the code_nco is multiplied in order to set the overall spacing with respect to the prompt component. For example, when the
code_nco spacing is set to 0.1 chips, a correlator with spacing_factor 1 is presented a replica sequence that is 0.5 × 0.1 × 1 =
0.05 chips early. A correlator with spacing factor -2 is presented with a replica that is 0.1 chips late. The spacing factor is used
to configure advanced correlator architectures such as double-delta [9].
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Listing 2: JSON Specification for GPS L1C TMBOC(6, 1, 4/33) Pilot and BOC(1, 1) Data Sequences
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Figure 6: Block Diagram of a PyChips Tracking Module

Gearbox: a gearbox is a timing object that generates coherent integration (also known as pre-detection integration, pdi) and
non-coherent (also known as after-detection integration, adi) epochs. It is driven by a timer object’s 1 millisecond epochs. The
gearbox specification defines pdi/adi settings under a list of named states, as shown in Listing 3. The gearbox state transitions
are governed by a controller object. Gearboxes are used to control accumulation and dump intervals for various internal
functions within objects. In most cases, a gearbox is driven by a code_nco object. As the code NCO tracks the code dynamics
of the signal, this ensures that the epochs generated are always synchronized with those of the signal being tracked.
Listing 3: Specifications for ‘gear_track’ and ‘gear_indicator’ Gearboxes Used in GPS L1C Tracking Module

Combiner: a (correlator) combiner object takes outputs from two or more correlator objects and combines them according to
an algorithm specification. This algorithm is specified for each defined state and thus is not restricted to be static. A good
example of combiners occurs for the Galileo E1 OS signal. The E1 OS signal, comprising of pilot and data components with
equal carrier power allocation, employs composite binary offset carrier modulation with a 1/11 power ratio between a BOC(1,
1) component and a BOC(6, 1) component, notated as CBOC(6, 1, 1/11) [10]. This creates signal components requiring the
receiver to have multi-valued code replicas to take full advantage of the signal’s high-bandwidth characteristics. Implementing
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multi-valued replicas in digital hardware adds complexity – especially if the goal is to have generic reusable objects. PyChips
implements replica values corresponding to {-1, 0, 1}, where 0 is used for correlator blanking (as described above for the GPS
L1C case). Hence, CBOC correlators are implemented by combining two correlators, each configured for BOC(1, 1) and
BOC(6, 1). The combiner specifications for the pilot and data are shown in Listing 4. In BOC mode (‘boc’ state, used during
the initial signal pull-in phase), the BOC(6, 1) correlator is disabled. In CBOC mode, the outputs of both correlators are
combined according to the ‘scaled_sum’ algorithm which sums the correlator outputs according to the specification given in
[10].
Listing 4: Combiner Specifications for Galileo E1 OS Pilot and Data Components

Accumulator: an accumulator object inputs a correlator object and a gearbox. It performs coherent combining of the correlator
outputs for pdi intervals, and non-coherent combining of the pdi outputs for 𝑎𝑑𝑖 × 𝑝𝑑𝑖 epochs. Non-coherent combining modes
include power, envelope, sign-I, sign-Q, reference-sign-I × I and reference-sign-Q × Q, where reference refers to the pdi output
of a reference accumulator. These modes are used to implement sign-wipeoff for coherent code discriminator functions.
Carrier Discriminator: The carrier discriminator object inputs the pdi output of an accumulator and outputs both phase and
frequency discriminator outputs. The algorithms used for these outputs are set by a controller object.
Carrier Filter: the carrier filter object implements a universal tracking loop filter. The order and loop noise bandwidths for
frequency and phase lock modes are set by a controller object.
Code discriminator: The code discriminator objects inputs scalar adi outputs from a list of specified accumulators and
implement the code discriminator function. The discriminator algorithms used are set by a controller object.
Symbol Extractor: Embeds a gearbox object that is set to the specified symbol duration. Performs coherent combination of
referenced correlator outputs and performs soft detection of symbol values at each pdi epoch.
Nav Message Decoder: decodes the soft-detected symbol stream originating from a symbol extractor and decodes the
navigation message structure. Also used to synchronize a timer object (i.e. code NCO) based on decoded absolute time-ofweek.
Signal Indicator: indicator objects input a correlator and a gearbox. It computes signal situational awareness metrics such as
phase lock, code lock and carrier-to-noise-density ratio (C/N0).
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Controller object: a controller object contains the specification of a finite state machine. Each state performs a specific function
(examples: symbol alignment, overlay sequence alignment). States for other instantiated objects that are applicable at this state
are also specified (examples: loop filter order and bandwidth, gearbox states). Entry and exit conditions for each state as well
as next states when exit conditions are met are all specified in a controller object.
Listing 5 shows how the low-level objects defined above are used to specify a sink object of type ‘tracking_module’. This
tracking module has been configured to track the GPS L1C pilot signal using a TMBOC (6, 1, 4/33) replica. Additional
correlators are instantiated to correlate the L1C-data component as well as the L1-C/A component.
Listing 6 shows the controller specification for the GPS L1C tracking module.

PROCESSING EXAMPLES
This section describes a signal processing example using PyChips. For this example, two tracking modules were instantiated.
The first module treats the GPS L1C signal pilot as a BOC(1, 1) signal – consistent with a low-cost receiver that may not have
the front-end bandwidth to receive the BOC(6, 1) components at ±6 MHz away from band center. The specification of this
tracking module is not shown. The second tracking module is configured to track the GPS L1C pilot as a TMBOC(6, 1, 4/33)
signal. The tracking module specification is shown in Listing 5. Both tracking modules use the same controller specification,
as shown in Listing 6. Note: “” and null values in Listing 6 correspond to ‘ditto’ where the value is unchanged from the previous
state.
The ‘start’ state employs a Costas FLL with 5 Hz bandwidth to pull-in the signal based on the coarse signal parameters retrieved
from the acquisition engine (not covered in this paper). It also uses a correlator spacing of 0.25 chips and a DLL with 5 Hz
bandwidth to rapidly pull-in the codephase. Carrier aiding of the code loop is always performed. This is controlled by the -1
value for ‘code_loop_order’, where any negative value sets the code loop to order 1 with carrier aiding. The ‘start’ state is of
function ‘timed’, where the next state transition is armed after 250 milliseconds. The actual state transition occurs when the adi
epochs of all gearboxes align.
In state ‘s2’, the coherent integration time for the accumulators is increased to 2 milliseconds (‘p2a1’ gearbox setting). The
frequency discriminator output of the carrier discriminator is disabled (‘co’ state which corresponds to ‘costas, off’ for the
phase and frequency discriminator types, respectively). The correlator spacing is reduced to 0.06 chips, a PLL bandwidth of 18
Hz is enabled, the FLL is disabled (bandwidth = 0 setting). Finally, the DLL bandwidth is reduced to 1 Hz since the initial
coarse codephase has now been pulled in.
State ‘s3’ is of type sync. In this state, the coherent integration time is increased to 10 milliseconds (‘p10a1’ gearbox state),
and state transition control is handed off to the synchronizer object. In this case, the synchronizer performs overlay sequence
synchronization (see line 1231 in Listing 5). The specifications arg1, arg2, and arg3 refer to arguments that are passed into the
active object that is responsible for state transitions. In this case, the arguments correspond to the following:
arg1: 0.05 – the fraction of overlay symbols from signal used to determine the overlay offset (0.05×1800 = 90 symbols)
arg2: 0.9 – the confidence level (90%) of the overlay phase determination algorithm that triggers a transition
arg3: 3 – the number of tries before declaring an overlay sequence synchronization failure
In state ‘s4’ the carrier_discriminator_state is set to state ‘po’ which corresponds to a pure PLL discriminator (i.e. 4-quadrant
arctangent) for the phase and a disabled frequency discriminator. Since the overlay synchronization process of the previous
state also activates the overlay sequence, which wipes off the overlay symbols and yields correlation outputs with no sign
changes, the carrier tracking loop can now operate as a pure PLL resulting in 3 dB greater carrier tracking threshold. This state
is allowed to wait for 1 second before a timed transition to the final state.
In the final state, ‘s5’, the pre-detection integration for the carrier tracking loop is extended to 20 milliseconds. 50 pre-detection
intervals are combined to form the post-detection integration interval for the accumulator outputs that feed into the code phase
discriminator that updates the DLL. Since this results in a 1Hz update rate for the DLL, its bandwidth must be reduced to
conform to Nyquist criteria (0.1 Hz in this case). In state ‘s2’, the gearbox setting for the indicator was set to ‘p10a1’ which
resulted in 100 Hz C/N0 measurement updates. In this state the setting is changed to ‘p20a50’ which results in the traditional 1
Hz update rate for C/N0 measurements.
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Listing 5: JSON Specification for a GPS L1C Tracking Module. The pilot component is used to close the carrier and code tracking loops.
Two additional correlators are used to extract the data symbols and to plot the C/A code component, respectively.
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Listing 6: JSON Specification for the Controller Associated with the GPS L1C Tracking Module of Listing 5. Each column corresponds to a
state.

Figure 7 shows the correlator output plots for the GPS L1C BOC(1, 1) and TMBOC(6, 1, 4/33) tracking modules, respectively.
In both plots, the initial signal pull-in (t ~ 0 to 250 milliseconds), transition to phase tracking (t ~ 250 milliseconds), overlay
sequence synchronization and wipe-off (t ~ 1.8 seconds), and activation of the L1C data correlator (t ~ 1.8 seconds) can be
seen. In addition, for the TMBOC module, the C/A code correlators are enabled at t ~ 2.7 seconds. From this plot, it can be
seen that the C/A code is in the quadrature phase whereas both L1C pilot and data are in the in-phase component. Further, the
75/25% power split between pilot and data components of the L1C signal can be seen from the correlator magnitudes.
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Figure 7: Correlator Outputs versus Time for GPS L1C Tracking Modules Configured as BOC(1, 1) [left] and TMBOC(6, 1, 1/11) [right]

Figure 8 shows the coherently combined outputs of the prompt, early and late accumulators of each tracking module. The
correlation magnitudes increase from 1x to 2x to 10x to 2x, corresponding to the controller states and their gearbox settings
described previously. Comparing the correlation magnitudes between the two figures, it can be noticed that the magnitudes are
approximately 1.1 dB (−20log(29/33)) greater for the TMBOC module compared to the BOC(1, 1) module. This confirms
that the TMBOC module is gathering the additional energy available from the TMBOC signal’s 6 MHz sidelobes. As a result
of these high-frequency components, the correlation function becomes sharper near top (i.e. close to 0 codephase) resulting in
greater pseudorange accuracy and multipath mitigation performance [11]. This can be verified by observing the difference in
magnitudes between the prompt verses early/late accumulator outputs. In the TMBOC module, this relative difference is
greater.

Figure 8 Accumulator Outputs versus Time for GPS L1C Tracking Modules Configured as BOC(1, 1) [left] and TMBOC(6, 1, 1/11) [right]
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The design of satnav SDR presents a conundrum for developers. On the one hand they need to be flexible, easy to use, and
support advanced capabilities. On the other hand, they should also support real-time performance. Meeting both of these
objectives at once has been a challenging problem. This paper presents a novel approach to specifying satnav SDRs as an
assembly of pre-defined objects. These objects in turn can be optimized to run on the target platform in order to achieve fast
runtime performance. With this approach, as was shown through example, it is possible to specify advanced satnav SDR
configurations and instantiate the SDR using easy-to-use JSON files. This presents a significant advantage for students and
researches entering the field. With the approach presented in this paper, high performance satnav SDRs with advanced signal
processing capabilities can be implemented using only JSON specifications without having to write a single line of software
code.
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